
user doesn’t have to load a really large image. So now we 
have two ways to make your site load much faster.

+ Smush has a lazy load within the plugin, but until it is out 
of beta I would continue to use the plugin we mention 
below A3 Lazy Load.

+ This tool benefits more when you purchase the Pro version 
but until you purchase it the basic version is absolutely 
valuable and a daily used plugin.

+ Not all images need to be smushed, If you’ve already 
manually optimized an image, smush might actually ruin 
the quality.

A3 Lazy Load

A3 lazy load like the previous two also deal with site speed 
as it’s such an important factor in your wordpress website 
ranking.  When you use images on your website, even when 
you compress them, it still takes time for the images to load. 
Lazy load takes those images and loads the image only 
when you scroll down the page to see the image. Making the 
page load faster because the images only load when the 
user is visually seeing the image on screen view.

+ Some pages do not need Lazy Load. Sometimes you need 
to have that image loaded as it is a vital image that needs 
to be seen immediately.

+ Landing pages and blog posts are the most vital for lazy 
load to be used on.

+ Some plugins do not like the lazy load feature and might 
break because of this. If you are having a problem make 
sure to disable this plugin first to see if there is 
compatibility issues.

No ma�er what your background is, Wordpress is a great 
CMS for anyone to use to develop a website, it’s super friendly, 
super fast and can be fully customizable with the right plugins. 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
WordPress is the #1 platform for developing websites 
and coordinating SEO strategies. With the right plugins, 
you can skyrocket your website ranking on Google!

Yoast
Yoast is the all in one SEO tool for making sure your pages 
are SEO compliant. Doing it manually is fine but google is so 
meticulous about making sure every li�le thing is perfect 
that using this tool makes it the best in the SEO category. 

It gives suggestions on how much content should be on a 
page and what keywords are being used.  You can edit page 
titles, meta descriptions and markup your social media 
content for when it is shared. Making it the perfect tool for 
structuring your wordpress pages and blog posts. 

+ Yoast knows best and updates quite frequently to SEO 
standards. Make sure to follow it’s guidelines and tips on 
the yoast section on your page they are usually up to par 
with ranking your website. 

+ Sometimes the default title isn’t the best, manually 
change your title to match what your planned keywords 
are for your page.

All In One Schema Rich Snippets

If you want to improve your search visibility for marking up 
your content in between your titles on google then this tool 
is definitely the tool for you.  Now what is schema? Schema 
markup, is a form of microdata. It creates an enhanced 
description - known as a rich snippet - which appears in the 
search results with your page title and descriptions. Having 
this is very important to serps as it shows more prominently 

in search engine results, making a potential customer click 
through to your website.

+ Make sure that when you do create your snippets that the 
tools used cater towards your business.  You don’t want to 
have restaurant features when your a design studio.

W3 Total Cache

One of many factors for judging whether your website is going 
to rank higher is speed. Most users in today's age use a mobile 
device to visit your website and the search engines know this. 
So speed is a huge factor when ranking your website because 
most mobile users don’t have a wifi internet connection. The 
W3 Total Cache plugin, ensures that your site will load fast. It 
will improve site speed, connect to CDN’s and make be�er use 
of your hosting so that it won't push content over and over to 
every visitor.

+ Make sure to read up a li�le about W3 Total cache before 
implementing some of the features. Sometimes your code 
and the way you develop your website can be a�ected and 
actually slow down your website or even break it.

+ This is a tool that paying for it actually helps, the pro version 
does a lot more for you

Smush

Smush does exactly what you think it might. It smushes your 
uploaded images into the smallest file size it possibly can 
without losing image quality. I mean what can beat that? The 
good thing is as we talked about before with speed and 
rankings it makes your website load much faster because the 
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keep hustlin!
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